GLOBAL JET
Positive trend
The Swiss company Global Jet has started the year on a positive trend. The charter fleet has expanded its Gulfstream family welcoming two new aircraft. A G450, as well as a G550 first delivered in 2013. Both jets offer WiFi and a dedicated crew.
A 2012 Embraer Lineage 1000 has been added to the charter fleet, seating up to 18 passengers. Based in the Middle-East, the aircraft can fly for nearly 7 hours and reach Paris from Jeddah, the Canadian coasts from London or Dubai from Hong Kong. To reinforce its Middle-East presence, Global Jet appointed Hardy Sohanpal as its regional sales director.
The Monaco-based sales team received several new exclusive mandates and closed deals on various aircraft including a Falcon 7X, an Airbus 319, a Global 5000 and a G550. During the five first months of the year the company also welcomed 7 aircraft into its fleet of managed aircraft. The operator also keeps on developing its G650 with new three jets in management. Eventually, a brand-new BBJ3 available for charter will join the fleet at the end of the year. Today the company operates 13 VIP airliners including a Boeing 767 and an Airbus 340.